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CASE STUDY: Navistar. To assist companies in achieving their sustainability goals, the William-Thomas Group goes
above and beyond to develop and.

It covers 60 dealers in 90 countries around the world. Trimco is a supplier to Navistar of kits that complete the
final assembly of their products. There was a significant lack of coordination between Navistar and Trimco,
and then Trimco and its current staff. Once deliveries are complete, invoices are automatically sent to the
supplier and carrier. More Navistar is a leading producer of commercial trucks, mid-range diesel engines and
IC brand school buses, workhorse brand chassis for motor homes and step vans, as well as a private label
designer and manufacturer of diesel engines for the pickup truck, van and SUV markets. Issues Identification -
One of the maxims of the company culture has been quality improvement, something that has taken literally
decades to refine. Damaged Parts -- Again, sloppiness at Trimco, some kits contained parts that were damaged
to the point they could not be installed; sometimes the damage occurred during manufacturing, sometimes
during delivery, often it seemed due to improper packaging and, sometimes, at Navistar in storage. However,
even though there was the year low on the demand of the truck in , Navistar still emerged as the standout to
take win over the turmoil and still gained market share, increased profit, and invested in technologies and
other areas of business. Penske Case Study: Navistar Page 4 of 4 Maintaining its team approach, Penske
continues to refine inbound materials processes throughout the supply chain to provide the customer with a
competitive advantage in the marketplace. Its products are manufacture of Trucks, Buses, School buses, IC
buses integrated circuit workhorse brand chassis for motor homes and step Van. Navistar's filings with the
Securities and Exchange Commission SEC contained incomplete and misleading disclosures, including
statements about the costs of recalls and details of various debts; 4. Their innovative strategies have made
them stand out from their competitors and unlike them, Navistar have been able to adapt well during the
volatile market situation. And as a result of the foregoing, defendants lacked a reasonable basis for their
positive statements about the company and its revenue outlook. To help fleet and vehicle owners move from a
reactive approach to a more predictive model, Navistar needed to analyze a wider range of data in real time,
including vehicle sensor data. The platform currently stores over 60 terabytes TB of data and uses machine
learning and advanced analytics to automatically detect engine problems early and predict maintenance
requirements. In and , there was a drastic demand rise for heavy trucks that resulted in increase of retail
deliveries. There was actually no consistency in errors; one day it might be truck panels, one day it might be
chrome -- the frustration was the inability to actually track a longitudinal set of error data. As a result, IT staff
can set policies once across all its analytic workloads, making it faster to deploy new applications, easier to
maintain compliance with its data agreements, and more secure. There is an unacceptable margin of error in
these kits resulting from various inefficiencies and lack of training at Trimco; lack of communication between
Navistar and Trimco; and a clear lack of appropriate levels of quality control in both organizations. By ,
International Harvester claimed its spot being entitled as the largest manufacture in both medium and heavy
duty. The streamlining and consolidation of shipments would allow each truck to carry higher capacity loads.
Penske concluded that a centralized logistics operations strategy would net an  This resulted in Navistar
reordering "pieces," and then waiting for the correct units to arrive. Download this Essay in word format.
Navistar also purchased one third of AmTran in and two third in and then was re-branded as Integrated Coach
IC â€” which is still the leader in international bus market. It is one of public type of automotive company in
USA which is face to financial crisis in previous years. Essentially, due to a lack of centralization and
primitive computer systems, Trimco had a great deal of difficulty in accurately monitoring outgoing parts -- to
the point of sometimes sending shipments out with inappropriate parts or insufficient quantities of certain
critical parts. Cost reduction issue that contradicting with the company attempts to increase the quality of its
customer service. Tim was then required to hunt for the missing kits, match up appropriate parts, and hope that
the right assembly products were on the line that day. Incorrect Specifications -- There was a considerable lack
of communication between the engineering department at Navistar with last-minute product changes and the
appropriate departments at Trimco. Navistar also uses the platform to help school buses run safely and on
time. The interior trim includes floor paneling, mats, carpeting, handles, and panels. The products that the
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competitors manufactures are all the same as all of those truck manufacturer mainly focused on driver comfort
and safety. Plant production levels significantly increased, reducing the average number of days inventory
remains at the plant. Essentially, the Chantham assemblers were not consistently able to assemble interior trim
into truck cabs because of missing, broken, or inappropriate parts.


